ThinkPad X1 Fold

It doesn’t get more revolutionary than this. Introducing the industry’s first foldable, single-screen, multi-function 5G1 Always Connected PC (ACPC). The ThinkPad X1 Fold will forever change the way you work, play, create, and connect from everywhere you go.

The ThinkPad X1 Fold will transform how you use your device throughout the day. Finally, one small, yet powerful device can go from presentations to emailing to reading to drawing without losing a signal or weighing you down. You’ve never experienced versatility, mobility, connectivity, and productivity like this before. This is truly smarter technology for all.
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GAME-CHANGING INTERFACE
With a brilliant—and seamless—folding OLED screen, the ThinkPad X1 Fold is unlike any other device. Use it as a laptop with the keyboard or pen. Use it like a book for single or dual screen browsing. Open it fully for use as a tablet or display—choose one single 13.3” viewing area or two 9.6” screens. The possibilities are endless.

FULL COMPUTING CAPABILITIES
The ThinkPad X1 Fold is here for whatever your work demands with the new Windows 10X OS optimized for the infinite applications of a foldable screen as well as an Intel® Core™ Processor with Intel® Hybrid Technology. And with a battery that lasts up to 11 hours on a single charge, this device goes from morning emails to late night brainstorming sessions.

CONTINUOUS CONNECTIVITY
Built for a future of universal 5G technology, the ThinkPad X1 Fold offers a true smartphone experience in an ACPC. No matter where you go—WIFI or not—you can stay connected to the people and ideas that drive your work.

INTEGRATED ACCESSORIES
The ThinkPad X1 Fold supports every working style with an included pen and keyboard. Write, sketch, and draw one moment. Type the next. Thanks to its flexible display, the ThinkPad X1 Fold will make writing feel more natural, like pen on paper.

versatility
The ThinkPad X1 Fold is quite possibly the most personal, versatile, and flexible device you will ever own, adapting to meet different needs all day long.

connectivity
Enjoy the convenience of an “always connected” experience thanks to the ThinkPad X1 Fold’s optional 5G capabilities coupled with a super slim, super light design for the ultimate mobility.

productivity
Conquer all your tasks quickly with powerful support from Windows 10X OS and Intel® Core™ Processor with Intel® Hybrid Technology.

1 Based on testing with MobileMark 2014. Battery life varies significantly with settings, usage, and other factors.
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**performance**

**PROCESSOR**
Intel® Core™ Processor with Intel® Hybrid Technology

**OPERATING SYSTEM**
Windows 10X

**GRAPHICS**
Integrated Intel® UHD 11th Gen Graphics

**CAMERA**
SMP HD RGB + IR camera

**MEMORY**
8GB LPDDR4X 4267MHz

**STORAGE**
Up to 1TB PCIe-NVMe M.2 2242 SSD

**BATTERY**
Up to 11 hours,² 50Whr battery

**AC ADAPTER**
Premium Slim Type-C 65W (supports Rapid Charge)

**AUDIO**
Dolby® Audio™ Speaker System

**connectivity**

**INPUT/OUTPUT PORTS**
1x USB Type C Gen 1
1x USB Type C Gen 2
1x SIM card
1x DisplayPort™ via USB Type C

**WIFI**
WWAN 5G/LTE/4G¹
WLAN 802.11 AX
LTE CAT 20
Bluetooth® 5.0

**DOCKING**
USB 3.0 Type C Dock
USB 3.0 Type C Hybrid Dock

**design**

**DISPLAY**
13.3” Flexible QXGA OLED 4:3 (2048 x 1536, 300nit)
DCI-P3 95% Touch

**DIMENSIONS (W X D X H)**
Unfolded: 299.4 x 236.0 x 7.8 mm without cover
(11.5 mm with cover)
Folded: 158.2 x 236.0 x 27.8 mm with cover

**WEIGHT**
999g/2.2lbs with folio cover

**KEYBOARD**
Lenovo Fold Mini Keyboard

**COLORS**
Black

**PEN**
Active Pen

¹Optional
²Based on testing with MobileMark 2014. Battery life varies significantly with settings, usage, and other factors.
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